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Abstract
The study analyzed and summarized publications on the nature of the formation of
financial and credit infrastructure, which is created in order to support agricultural
enterprises. The functioning and development of financial and credit infrastructure as a factor of social and economic development of the country is explored.
The features of diversification of financing sources of agricultural enterprises are
determined. The role of bank lending to agricultural enterprises in Ukraine is investigated. The model of interaction of participants of the financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises through the formation of the
certain conditions is proposed. It is proved that such measures will provide increase
in the efficient use of available agro-resource potential and reopen the industry attractiveness for investing companies.
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INTRODUCTION
The unevenness of the demand and supply of product preferences of
the population around the world, the increase in the cost of agricultural production necessitate the companies to attract investment for
the development and purchase of modern technology, fertilizers, the
introduction of new varieties of plants, the construction of greenhouse complexes, etc.

Oksana Domina, Ph.D. in
Economics, Assistant, Department
of International Economics and
Marketing, Taras Shevchenko
National University of Kyiv, Ukraine.

According to experts, by 2050, demand for food is predicted to increase by 70% around the world, and for its satisfaction it is necessary
to invest in agricultural enterprises not less than 80 billion US dollars (Willer & Kilcher, 2009). It should be noted that state institutions
in developing countries form a disproportionately low share of agricultural loan portfolios, compared to the share of agriculture in the
structure of GDP (World Economic Forum, 2018).
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International license, which permits
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and reproduction in any medium,
provided the original work is properly
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Creation of favorable conditions for stable financial support of agricultural enterprises is possible only at the appropriate level of development of financial and credit infrastructure, which envisages improvement of mechanisms for its functioning, interaction of subsystems
and elements, distribution and use of financial and credit resources.
In Ukraine, a large number of agricultural enterprises have losses,
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they are not creditworthy. This does not allow them to carry out expanded reproduction and modernization on the basis of innovations, without which it is impossible to produce competitive products under
current conditions.
The period of structural and system changes has created additional problems for a number of countries,
especially in those cases where fragmented ownership structures prevented the creation of viable agricultural co-operatives (Andriushchenko et al., 2018; Andriushchenko, Shergina, & Kovtun, 2018).

1. THEORETICAL BASIS

cial and credit infrastructure of the agro-industrial complex is a means of regulating the aggreFirst of all, you should decide on the very concept gate of financial and credit relations that mediate
of “financial and credit infrastructure”. There are vertical and horizontal economic relations, and
interpretations of the financial and credit infra- economic relations between the state (institutionstructure, which cannot be considered sufficiently al sphere) and economic entities of the industry
capacious in accordance with the specifics of sup- in order to ensure food security of the country
port of agricultural enterprises. For example, the (Dusuki, 2008). One of the important disadvanfinancial and credit infrastructure of the agro-in- tages of this definition is the lack of directions and
dustrial complex can be interpreted as an open economic conditions that are necessary for cretransforming system, whose level and directions ating a financial and credit mechanism to ensure
of development are directly dependent on the bringing in proportions, structure and composiexisting economic system (Stukach, 2007). The tion of its tools.
aforementioned definition does not disclose the
purpose, structure and functions of the financial Menkyu (2013) understands the financial and
and credit infrastructure of support for agricul- credit infrastructure as a set of economic institutural enterprises, giving only general features, in- tions (financial securities markets, banks, mutual
herent to many systems.
funds (share funds), pension funds, credit unions,
insurance companies, etc.), which help to direct
According to another definition, the financial and resources of individuals wishing to make savings,
credit infrastructure of support of the agro-indus- to those who need borrowed capital in the form
trial complex is a complex whose entities accumu- of investment. In other works, the term “financial
late and distribute financial and credit resources, and credit infrastructure of agricultural enterform and move capital between the various mar- prises” includes a set of institutions (credit instiket participants in the agro-industrial complex to tutions, stock exchanges, financial and insurance
ensure the continuity of agricultural production companies) operating within the monetary, stock
and investment markets and performing func(Yaron, 1994).
tions to ensure the normal mode of their functionThere is a definition, which interprets the credit ing and the entire regional complex (Häring et al.,
and financial infrastructure of the agro-industrial 2009; Pleshakova & Drobyishev, 2005). Here is a
complex as a set of institutions (credit and bank- link to the regional complex, but not specifically
ing institutions, stock exchanges, financial, invest- to support agricultural enterprises, and the list of
ment and insurance companies) operating with- institutions of financial and credit infrastructure
in the monetary, stock, and investment markets is not complete.
and performing functions of ensuring the standard mode of their functioning (Kovyrshin, 2010; Ukrainian researchers represent financial and
Mitrofanova, 2016). In this definition, just as in credit infrastructure as a set of interconnected
the previous one, there is no focus on the finan- and interacting financial institutions, directly incial and credit infrastructure of support for agri- volved in financial activities and contributing to
cultural enterprises in the context of the normal its implementation, mediating economic relations,
functioning of agriculture, and not of financial that is, associated with the movement of cash
markets. Dusuki (2008) points out that the finan- flows. In this study, it is proposed to consider the
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Finance is an economic category that
reflects economic relations in the process of
creating and distributing funds of funds.

Credits are the means and material values
provided by the creditor for use by the
borrower for a specified period and at a
percentage.

Financial infrastructure is a set of institutions
and elements that create favorable
conditions for the functioning of the entire
financial system (financial management
system, regulatory and legislative
framework, financial market infrastructure).

Credit infrastructure is a collection of cash
and tangible assets provided by a creditor
for use by the borrower for a specified
period and at a percentage, the use of
which ensures satisfaction of the social
reproduction needs.

Financial and credit infrastructure is a set of interconnected financial and credit organizations that
mediate financial and credit relations in regards to the movement of incoming and outgoing cash flows
in the process of capital turnover of agricultural enterprises.

Figure 1. Essential characteristic of the concept of financial and credit infrastructure
of agricultural enterprises
financial and credit infrastructure in such a way
as it is presented in Figure 1.
The urgent necessity for financial and credit infrastructure in order to support the agricultural enterprises as an integral part of the overall social
and economic infrastructure is also noted in various works. Thus, it is indicated that the relation to
the accumulation of debt, as well as readiness to
assume responsibility, or to offer land as collateral,
are closely related to the cultural values and convictions of each country (OECD, 2001; Schinasi,
2005; Shwedel, 2007). They affect the speed and
efficiency at which the institutions and processes
develop, which are necessary for development of
the financial markets. There are great number of
successful business models of financial and credit
infrastructure directed at supporting agricultural
enterprises (OECD, 2001; World Bank, 2002).
Tanklevska (2011) summarizes the experience of
legal provision of agricultural policy in the USA
and the EU in the context of the need to update
the institutional framework of the state agricultural policy in Ukraine. The author also proposes directions for adapting its legal support to EU
practice, which are designed for a certain period
of effect, by defining the conditions, order and volume of funding for government programs, where
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their approval is preceded by extensive public discussion with the participation of scientists and all
parties concerned.
Marangu (2007) defines the best of the investigated variants of financing of various organizational
and legal agricultural associations, peculiarities of
their development, advantages and disadvantages
of integration agrarian formations. The author also summarized the prospects of further development of the most widespread forms of integrated
agro-industrial structures.
Studies have shown that in countries where labor
productivity of the agricultural enterprises has increased, reforms and innovative changes in financial and credit infrastructure, as well as involvement of leasing and forward contracts have taken
place (Mathijs & Swinnen, 1999).
In a number of works (Mitrofanova, 2010; Willer
& Kilcher, 2009; Yaron, 1994), the peculiarities of
state regulation are revealed through the mechanisms of taxation of the agrarian sector enterprises, a thorough analysis and identification of the
problems of applying special taxation regimes of
agricultural enterprises, the added value tax of
economic entities of this branch, a fixed agricultural tax and its replacement for a single tax are
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made, and also disadvantages of tax innovations
in agriculture are justified.
Häring et al. (2009), Kuznets (1961), and Myint
(2007) examine the problematic aspects of tax regulation of agricultural sphere in Ukraine, monitor existing problems in the light of the realities
of the modern economic space, identify the preconditions, and propose to reform the Ukrainian
taxation system by creating real conditions for the
transition of the agricultural sphere to an investment-innovative model of development based on
the macroeconomic balance of the three components, namely the needs of the state, the ability of
payers and the optimization of macro structural
proportions.

of the financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises, and are mainly
aimed at the desire to expand distribution markets
rather than at efficiency and availability of funding. For example, traders are usually used as a tool
for purchasing, while international experience
suggests that agricultural enterprises use them as
part of a strategy to stimulate sales of agricultural
products. For financial institutions, Nyoro (2007)
proposes an approach to reducing the risks and
costs of providing financial services. For agricultural enterprises, the aforementioned mechanism
is proposed for obtaining financing, which may be
inaccessible due to lack of collateral or high transaction costs of credit security.

Despite changes in agriculture and agribusiness,
most of the typical financial product proposals
for agricultural enterprises are ineffective and
not innovative. Financial intermediaries have
lacked understanding of the specifics of the work
of agricultural enterprises before, and some
producers lacked financial literacy to obtain sufMarangu (2007) examines the typical case of ficient funding. The usual thinking of a finanforming the external structure of key elements of cial intermediary is that the agricultural secthe added value chain in Kenya, where small fruit tor is too costly and risky for lending. However,
and vegetable producers are able to access bank large banks in this sector, such as Rabobank
financing for acquiring agrochemicals through and Banorte, major financial institutions in the
export contracts. The exporter pays the farmers Netherlands and Mexico, suggest that agriculturthrough the bank, which takes the planned pay- al loans are profiled if manufacturers are well inment of the loan and money comes directly to the tegrated into a viable added value chain (Shwedel,
farmer.
2007; Martínez, 2006).

Myint (2007) considers the example of Myanmar,
where agribusiness retailers are involved in forming the internal structure of the main elements of
the agricultural added value chain, offering deferred payments to small farmers.

Financing the chain of added value creates an opportunity to expand the solvency of agricultural
enterprises, increasing their performance through
repayment of funding, and consolidation of the
interrelation among the chain participants. The
specific possibilities that contribute to the financing of the added value chain are determined by the
context and the business model by determining
the role of each participant in this chain. Campion
(2006) pointed out that financing is better viewed
through the chain of creation of the added value,
because through it, it is possible to identify all the
specific features and bottlenecks rather than if
viewed through financial institutions.
Nyoro (2007) focuses on the variability of nature
in Africa, as well as on the motives that influence
the formation of structural elements that are part
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In Kenya, Mrema (2007) notes that the accepted approach to lending to agricultural enterprises is based on a change in scientific thought
in the terms “you” to “we” and focusing on the
consensus of resource use and product creation.
Consequently, the relationship between elements,
structure, and overall state of the whole chain
becomes much more important than ever before.
Non-commercial, independent farmers, traders
and enterprises involved in financial and credit
infrastructure become working competitive partners of the same chain for survival and prosperity.
Gonzalez-Vega (2007) raises a number of questions that the transformation and consolidation of
all elements of the financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises must
meet a number of requirements.
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Table 1. Loans issued to non-financial corporations, by types of economic activity and maturities
(balances at the end of 2018)
Type of economic
activity
Total provided
Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries
Total overdue
Agriculture, forestry and
fisheries

Total

Including the terms
From 1 to 5
More than 5
Up to 1 year
years old
years

By types of currencies
National

Foreign

114,126

341,574

500,399

21,582

6,229

28,814

21,655

85,082

76,673

25,821

34,808

152,768

4,085

2,270

320

1,933

4,742

UAH mln

%

841,973

100.0

419,442

308,405

50,469

6.0

22,658

187,576

100.0

6,675

3.6

Shwedel (2007) states that the formation of financial and credit infrastructure requires the banker
to see and understand business in general. This requires adaptation to new market conditions, more
accurate pricing, better understanding of risk
and, consequently, high readiness to take risks
(Shwedel, 2007). In his work, as a source of value,
a specialist from Rabobank Mexico emphasized
that with a holistic understanding of the structural elements of financial and credit infrastructure,
there is a risk reduction potential based on obtaining system knowledge.

ven distribution of financial resources during the
year in seasonality due to the agricultural production cyclicality (Devisy, 2017). The credit subsystem includes lending by banks, financial organizations, agro-leasing. For example, in Ukraine,
UAH 54 million was allocated through the NAC
“UkrAgroLeasing” for the purchase of equipment, UAH 25.6 million providing loans to farms
(Zelisko, 2017).

In the system of financial support of agrarian production of agricultural enterprises, bank lending
provides 25-26% of financial resources and ranks
While applying the term “financial and credit in- second after internal self-financing (Table 1).
frastructure”, its elements should be considered.
According to the specific purpose, financial and The conditions of the major credit programs of
credit infrastructure as a holistic system is divid- Ukrainian banks for agricultural enterprises are
ed into subsystems. The specificity of forming el- considered in Table 2.
ements of the financial and credit infrastructure
of support for agricultural enterprises determines It should also be pointed out that agricultural
the existence of its basic subsystems, in particu- production has specific features that substantiallar: financial and credit. The credit subsystem of ly distinguish it from all other types of economic
financial and credit infrastructure of support for activity. The main specificity is that agricultural
agricultural enterprises can overcome the une- production is associated with biological and natuTable 2. Conditions of the main credit programs of Ukrainian banks for agricultural enterprises, at the
end of 2018
Replenishment of working capital

Purchase of
agricultural
machinery

Overdraft

Credit limit

Term loan

Implementation of
investment projects

Limit
30-40%

Up to 500 ths

10 ths to 30 mln

50 ths – 50 mln

Term
Interest rate, %
per annum

1 day – 1 month

Up to 1 year

1 day – 3 years

1 month – 5 years

26-28

30-34

22-32

19-26

Commission, %

1.0 single

0-1-time and/or
0.1-0.5-monthly

0.5-1.0 times

0.5-1.0 times

Pledge

Pledge

Pledge

0.3

0.3

0.3

Parameters

Amount, UAH

Providing
Insurance
collateral, %

Blanket

0.9-monthly and
up to 3.0 – for each
transfer
Bail

–

–

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/bbs.14(2).2019.06

Up to 75% of market
value,
50 ths – 50 mln
1 month – 5 years
21-29 (special
programs – up to 17.0)
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ral constituents (Willer & Kilcher, 2009). In turn,
the seasonality and cyclicality of production require the concentration of material and money resources for the periods of the year, due to the time
gap between the costs incurred and the income
received. The most important feature of support
for agricultural enterprises, which should be taken into account by the tax system, but which is not
taken into consideration by a single agricultural
tax, is the seasonality of production and the time
difference in the incurrence of costs and income
receiving. The corresponding feature of agricultural enterprises and the inadequacy of the tax
system lead to the steady accumulation of debts
related to fines and penalties from agricultural
producers, even taking into account their multiple write-offs and restructuring. In developed
countries, agricultural enterprises pay taxes in the
mode of individual income taxes – by the results
of the year with an instalment payment of three
months. According to the authors, such a tax regime will have a greater positive effect on the support of agricultural enterprises in Ukraine.

surance market accumulates funds that are part
of the national income, in certain funds for further redistribution, one can relate this area to the
financial subsystem of the financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises. The corresponding situation can be confirmed
as follows: insurance companies pay fixed taxes
and fees, resources of other organizations and individuals can and should be directed to insurance
against adverse events, resources of insurance
companies must be invested and generate income.
On the other hand, the insurance of the characteristic properties of the loan: so the insurer transfers funds in the form of insurance premium, and
then they return to the insurer at the onset of an
insured accident (Arbuzov, 2011).

The next element of the credit subsystem of the
financial and credit infrastructure of support for
agricultural enterprises is lending through the
mechanism of credit co-operation. Agricultural
credit co-operation helps in solving many financial and social and economic problems facing its
shareholders. The organization of credit co-operaThe system of tax incentives for the agrarian sector tives is aimed at accumulating funds of individual
included an introduced from 1999 to 2015 fixed investors and creating a powerful flow of investagricultural tax (now a single tax), a special regime ment in agricultural production. The mechanism
for taxation of agricultural enterprises, which en- of agro-leasing, necessity for the development of
tered into force until 2017, and compensation for which is due to limited financial capacity for the
measures for farmers operating on a simplified purchase of agricultural machinery, is also an elesystem taxation (Matselioukh & Skoryk, 2016). ment of the credit subsystem of financial and credIn accordance with the Tax Code of Ukraine, the it infrastructure.
subject of taxation of agricultural enterprises,
which are included in the IV group of the single
tax, is the area of agricultural land and/or lands 2. RESULTS
of the water fund, owned by the agricultural producer or provided to him for use, including on the Methodical tools of forming a financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterterms of the lease (Hudz’, 2012).
prises may consist of the following elements.
At present, the Government of Ukraine provides
agricultural producers with budget subsidies for • Political and normative – the diagnosis of the
financial position of agricultural enterpristhe period from January 1, 2017 to January 1, 2022,
es and the elaboration of an action program
in order somehow to support them in response to
for the reform of state policy and regulatory
the abolition of the special regime with VAT. The
documents, which will ensure the creation
funds for this were envisaged in the State Budget
of favorable conditions for the mobilization
for 2017 (Agrarian Union of Ukraine, 2017).
of financing. Examples: lending quotas, inInsurance is the next element of the financial subterest rates, bank expansion rules, prudential
system of the financial and credit infrastructure
regulations affecting lending to agriculturof agricultural enterprises. However, about this
al enterprises, alternative dispute resolution
element, questions arise regarding the assignment
mechanisms. When establishing the instituof this sphere to any given subsystem. As the in-
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tional framework, effective legislation is the
first priority to establish reliable basic rules
for the development of financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises. Ownership, especially with regard to
the land use, is of particular importance for
the development of agriculture. When using
land as collateral for a loan repayment, the •
number of investments can be increased, and
credit constraints may be weakened. Thus, the
availability of legal bases for the use of land as
collateral is an important basis for access to
agricultural loans and financial instruments.
•

Agricultural insurance – government’s strategy to promote agricultural insurance, as well
as to develop effective insurance products, for
example, financial incentives, subsidies, etc.

•

Institutional (strengthening state institutions) –
reforming and creating potential of state financial institutions, developing commodity
exchanges, etc. This program is aimed at increasing the efficiency of the mechanisms and
changing the rules of integration of agricultural enterprises into the financial system of
their country. An example is the guarantee of
partial coverage of risks. One more aspect of
strengthening state institutions is related to
the implementation of contracts. It can enforce contracts through timely and fair disclosure of non-compliance with contractual obligations or other abuses by suppliers, creditors
or borrowers. This element of strengthening
state institutions is necessary to allow the financial and credit sector to develop effectively,
as sources of information for creditors – creation of credit histories, for borrowers – obtaining market information about offers and
prices.

•

expand access to finance and reduce transaction costs within the framework of the formation of the ecosystem. Development of the
solutions to minimize systemic risks (for example, industrial and natural by means of insurance and price hedging instruments).
Development management (knowledge management and creating the practitioners’ community) – informing about own research
in the knowledge production, consisting of
internal level (community of practices and
curricula) and external level (global and regional information dissemination activities) (Andriushchenko, Shergina, & Kovtun,
2018). An example is the organization of
two communities of practitioners: one for financing agricultural enterprises and insurance, and another for financial agricultural
cooperatives.

Sustained macroeconomic programs also contribute to attracting FDI, which can become an
important source of attracting an indispensable loan, as well as providing access to markets.
Macroeconomic stability strengthens investor reliance by facilitating risk assessment for lenders.
In those economies in transition, where macroeconomic stability has been reached by developing financial and credit infrastructure of financial markets, they are developed (OECD, 2001). In
cases where the financial and credit infrastructure develops slowly, agricultural enterprises are
dependent on government loans on preferential
terms.

In order to meet the specific needs of some borrowers, especially in transitional periods when the
financial and banking sectors are being reformed,
alternative approaches to providing agricultural
loans can bring significant benefits. One of these
Innovativeness (developing innovative prod- alternatives is the appeal to producers or suppliers
ucts) – development of a wide range of tech- of materials, as well as to processors and retailers
nical assistance instruments within the as sources of financing and/or supplies of raw maframework of lending projects, for example: terials. These sources are closely linked throughfinancing of the added value chain, financing out the whole chain of financial and credit infraof the treasury, guarantees for covering a par- structure support for agricultural enterprises.
tial loan for agricultural enterprises, corresponding grants, harvest insurance, agricul- The consolidation of agricultural enterprises into
tural hedging instruments. The development credit cooperatives offers many advantages, such
of mobile banking and payment platforms to as proximity to customers, integration into the

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/bbs.14(2).2019.06
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FINANCIAL AND CREDIT INFRASTRUCTURE SUPPORT
FOR AGRICULTURAL ENTERPRISES

Financial organizations

UNIVERSAL

Treasury, spending units, pension fund, social
security fund, health insurance fund

Credit organizations

Commercial banks, pawnshops, macro
financial organizations, factoring companies

SPECIALIZED

Insurance companies that conclude
agricultural insurance contracts with state
support, mutual insurance companies,
business support funds

Credit unions

STATE
Creates the normative and information basis for the functioning of the financial and credit
infrastructure supporting agricultural enterprises, accumulating and redistributing financial
resources, acting as the coordinator, providing financial interaction between the subjects of the
financial and credit infrastructure of support of agricultural enterprises. Creates a basis for
introduction of expanded reproduction of agricultural commodity producers

Figure 2. The institutional functioning mechanism of the financial and credit infrastructure
of support for agricultural enterprises
local community and knowledge of local conditions. They tend to adapt to changing needs. The
effectiveness of this association is strengthened by
the competitive pressure. In the OECD countries,
there are many models of cooperative banking services. One of the main strategic benefits is focusing on financial and credit operations and not on
diversification of supply and marketing, thereby
avoiding the risks of conflict of interest, as well as
the construction of complex and expensive organizational structures. Positive experience in the association of agricultural enterprises is creating financial and credit infrastructure within such a cooperation through the formation of saving funds
and lending services. It is possible to achieve it by
means of economies of scale due to clearly formulated one target functions. Support for such cooperation by the local population is a key element of
their viability. The mechanism of functioning of

70

the financial and credit infrastructure of support
for agricultural enterprises appears in the unity of
mechanisms for the functioning of its subsystems
(financial and credit). The mechanisms of functioning of the financial and credit infrastructure
of support for agricultural enterprises are a specific form of manifestation of its general mechanism
of functioning and at the same time an integral
part (Mishkin, 1999).
Each mechanism for the functioning of the financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises includes a functional subsystem consisting of functional elements (methods and levers), and a subsystem of ensuring the
functioning of financial and credit mechanisms.
Functional elements include: financial (credit)
methods and financial (credit) levers that reflect
the specifics of elements of the financial and credit

http://dx.doi.org/10.21511/bbs.14(2).2019.06
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infrastructure of agriculture. Elements are provided by the unifying of all mechanisms of functioning of the financial and credit infrastructure of agriculture; they create conditions for their effective
work (Figure 2).

tion of an effective financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises will result in an improvement of the financial provision
of agricultural producers; in particular, the level
of satisfaction of their needs for credit resources
will increase. Optimistic and pessimistic scenariThe main advantages of using agro-leasing com- os of development of credit support of agriculturpanies are as follows: the creation and placement al enterprises are developed (Table 3) (Agrarian
of a state order for the production of machinery Union of Ukraine, 2017).
supplied to producers of agricultural products
under contracts; the opportunity for agricul- This evolution corresponds to the importance of
tural producers to transfer agricultural prod- providing finance and credit to ensure the susucts as lease payments under already concluded tainable development of the agricultural sector.
contracts at fixed prices set by the Ministry of As rural populations diversify their economic acAgrarian Policy and Food of Ukraine at the be- tivity or go out of the primary agricultural sector,
ginning of the year, that is, on futures contracts rural customers will seek a full range of financial
(Onehina & Shybaieva, 2016). The availability of services needed by small and medium-sized custhese elements of financial and credit support for tomers. Further, several options for the developagricultural enterprises will contribute not only ment of financial and credit infrastructure, into their development but also to the expansion of cluding restructuring of the bank, are proposed
for consideration:
entrepreneurial potential.
Approaches to providing loans and finance should •
be adapted to the needs of specific customers.
Heterogeneous conditions and needs require a lot
of approximations. In transition economies, the
financial and credit infrastructure of support for
agricultural enterprises is often aimed at merging
small farms into large collective enterprises. Small
agricultural enterprises lack information and ex- •
perience to solve possible production, logistics and
marketing problems. It is believed that the forma-

initial capitalization: to solve this problem,
loan applicants can contribute to the stock
base of the institution and become a shareholder. This can be particularly effective if the
institution develops into a cooperative banking structure;
consolidation of existing, small autonomous
institutions into the network. In such cases, a
two-tier structure may be suitable;

Table 3. Expected amount of loans attracted by agricultural enterprises for the period up to the year
2020 (UAH billion)
Index

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

Total
2018–2020

Growth, times
2017–2012
2020–2012

Optimistic scenario
The volume of
attracted loans, total
Including privileged
ones

10.1

12.7

16.2

21.4

26.8

31.2

180.0

3.1

3.6

1.4

3.9

7.5

11.2

15.4

19.7

130.0

14.1

18.6

3.1
7.0

3.8
8.9

6.1
10.1

9.1
12.3

80.0
100.0

4.2
2.6

5.2
3.0

From total loans:
Long-term
Short-term

10.6
16.2

13.1
18.1

Pessimistic scenario
The volume of
attracted loans, total
Including privileged
ones

10.1

12.7

14.8

18.2

22.3

27.2

150.0

2.7

3.0

1.4

3.9

5.5

8.6

13.8

18.1

100.0

12.9

14.3

3.1
7.0

3.8
8.9

5.3
9.5

7.4
10.8

50.0
100.0

3.6
2.3

4.8
2.8

From total loans:
Long-term
Short-term
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9.5
12.7

11.1
16.1
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External information flow

Input

Resources of the internal environment

Financial, lending, labor and information resources

Guarantee funds with the support of executive bodies
Commodity
loans

State

Subsidizing loans

Subsidized
loans

Producers of agricultural products

Outgoing funds,
invested, loans,
taxes

Preferential
loans

Insurance companies

Loan order

Development Fund for rural-lending cooperation
Output
Increase in production,
export of agricultural raw
materials

Competitiveness of agricultural
raw materials and food security
of the country

Internal information flow
Increasing employment
and increasing revenues
to the state budget

Figure 3. Model of functioning of financial and credit infrastructure of support
for agricultural enterprises
•

creation of a specialized unit by commer- Overcoming the mortgage base deficit could directly
cial banks for the financing of agricultural contribute to the development of the land mortgage
lending system and the pledge of the future harvest,
enterprises;
etc. The priority of the land-mortgage lending sys• privatization and restructuring of large state tem development is due to the fact that agriculturagricultural banks.
al land is a basic prerequisite and the foundation of
manufacture in agriculture and can be in the capacIncrease in the availability of agricultural commod- ity of collateral for a loan (Mrema, 2007).
ity producers can be achieved using a mechanism
for the reimbursement of part of the cost of paying Preventing the development of land-mortgage lendinterest on loans received by agricultural organi- ing lies in the imperfection of legislative provision.
zations and organizations that carry out primary There is no clear system of legal regulation of the
and further processing of agricultural products in land market, which does not take into account the
Ukrainian lending organizations and loans received interests of all mortgage process participants and
in agricultural credit consumer cooperatives.
does not allow full implementation of the functions
of land mortgage. Uncertainty in the delimitation of
The model of functioning of the financial and state land ownership, the lack of properly arranged
credit infrastructure of agricultural activity is pre- ownership of landholdings by potential borrowers
not only hinder the development of land and mortsented in Figure 3.
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gage lending, but also obstruct the use of land as a
pledge by the commercial banks.

Lending to agricultural producers by commercial
banks is possible through the use of the mechanism of differentiated guarantees on behalf of the
The next direction of support for agricultural pro- state. As a result, the problem of the lack of finanducers is an increase in their solvency, which is cial resources availability for most agricultural
possible through financial rehabilitation, restruc- manufacturers will be solved. The next direction
turing of arrears of taxes and fees. The direction of development for credit mechanism of the funcof the development of the credit mechanism for tioning of the financial and credit infrastructure
the functioning of the financial and credit infra- of support for agricultural enterprises includes
structure of agriculture can be noted as well as the support and development of credit institutions in
support of specialized institutions, which help to order to expand the resource base of commercial
reduce credit risks. It is relevant to include support banks and non-bank lending institutions, stimuand development of guarantee funds, support of lation of the specialized institutions, and development of a network of lending institutions.
the agricultural insurance system.

CONCLUSION
Features of diversification of sources of agricultural enterprises financing are elements of financial and
credit infrastructure, namely: financial (requires creating a reinsurance system within the framework
of the association of agricultural enterprises, which will assume risks under insurance contracts that
exceeds the insurers’ possibilities) and credit (includes seasonality of production and the disagreement
over the time spikes in the incurrence of costs and revenue generation, in order to avoid the accumulation of debts on fines and penalties of agricultural producers). Lending through the mechanism of
credit co-operation is proposed as one of the directions implementing financial and credit support of
agricultural enterprises by mobilizing the savings of local population, which will solve many financial
and social and economic problems of shareholders, promote formation and stimulation of agricultural
entrepreneurship, increase financial stability and solvency.
The model of interaction of participants of the financial and credit infrastructure of support for agricultural enterprises through the formation of framework conditions, determination of the role of the
Government and possible channels for creation of an appropriate financial and credit infrastructure
of support for agricultural enterprises is offered. Proposals covering a wide range of macroeconomic,
institutional and micro-level components are made. Nowadays, in many respects, the development of
Ukraine’s financial and credit infrastructure offers favorable prospects for access to the sources of credit,
finance and investment necessary to continue the modernization of agricultural enterprises.
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